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Accidental discharge 

of solvents 

13th January, 1996 

Mantes-la-Ville (Yvelines) 
France 
 

 

 

 

THE FACILITIES INVOLVED 

The site:  

This site, which encompassed 30,000 m² of floor area, was crossed by the Vaucouleurs River that subsequently emptied 
into the Seine just 350 m downstream of the plant. The setting is close to an A13 motorway junction, at the entrance to the 
city of Mantes-la-Ville, within an industrial park. 

The plant was producing paints for the automobile industry and had a workforce of 370 employees. Permits were required 
from authorities to run the site's various operations. 

 

The specific unit involved:  

The accident occurred at the installation designed to measure and transfer paint at room temperature. Without a dedicated 
network existing between the resin storage tank and the thinning tank designated "D", the paint (composed of 55% acrylic 
resin, 15% xylene, 16% butyl acetate and 4% ethylbenzene) was first transferred into the dilution tank labelled "W", then into 
the "D" dilution tank via pump "W6". This pump, to be manually turned off when pressure dropped on the circuit, had also 
been equipped with a safety shutoff device triggered by an "absence of flow". 

 

THE ACCIDENT, ITS CHRONOLOGY, EFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES 

The accident:  

On January 13th, upon completing the acrylic resin filling step on a dilution tank using another dilution tank, the technician 
forgot to turn off the transfer pump. Since the safety device triggered by an absence of flow was inoperable, the pump was 
ticking over for 11 hours, which caused a gradual heating of the resin inside the pump casing along with vaporisation of the 
solvent that subsequently returned towards the dilution tank. Upon noticing the smoke and smells on the building's 1st floor, 
the plant watchman sounded the alarm by alerting the on-call technician at 2:30 am. 

 

Chronology of accident events: 

Friday, January 12th, 1996: 

12:00 pm: Transfer of acrylic resin from the storage site to the "W" dilution tank. 

1:00 pm: Completion of this transfer operation. 

Some time before 3:00 pm: Connection of piping network to allow filling the "D" dilution tank. 

3:00 pm: Initiation of the resin transfer step from the "W" tank to the "D" tank. 

4:15 pm: End of technicians' work shift. 

Some time after 5:00 pm: Planned completion of transfer, although the manual pump shutdown was overlooked. 
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Saturday, January 13th, 1996: 

2:30 am: Observation of smoke originating from tank "D" by the night watchman performing his rounds. 

Beginning at 2:30 am: Notification first delivered to the on-call technician, then to the fire department. 

2:55 am: Arrival of fire-fighters on the scene. No emergency intervention required, but the pump had to be isolated and 
placed under close monitoring until disappearance of the smoke exhaust. 

4:40 am: Departure of crews dispatched to the site. 

 

Monday, January 15th, 1996: 

7:30 am: Upon resumption of activities at the plant, the thermal protection on the pump short-circuited. The site's 
maintenance staff noted that the pump had been blocked by resin build-up. 

 

Consequences of this accident:  

The consequences were actually minimal. After being ticking over for 11 hours straight, the pump caused residual paint 
within the circuit to heat and release smoke, but no fire ensued. The molten resin that had coagulated during cooling 
subsequently blocked the pump. 

 

The European scale of industrial accidents:  

By applying the rating rules applicable to the 18 parameters of the scale officially adopted in February 1994 by the Member 
States' Competent Authority Committee for implementing the ‘SEVESO’ Directive on handling hazardous substances, and in 
light of information available, this accident can be characterised by the four following indices: 

 

 

 
 

The paint responsable to the smoke emissions contained 15% xylene and 4% ethylbenzene, both of which are classified as 
SEVESO dangerous substances. Without any data to allow quantifying the amount of substances involved in the incident, 
the index relative to the quantities of dangerous materials released was, by default, scored at a "1" (see parameter Q1). In 
the absence of any observed human, social or environmental consequences, the relevant indices had to be assigned a "0" 
rating. Moreover, the costs associated with property damage were not known with any precision, thus making it impossible 
to rate the index relative to economic consequences. 

The parameters composing these indices and their corresponding rating protocol are available from the following Website: 
http://www.aria.developpement-durable.gouv.fr. 

 

 

THE ORIGIN, CAUSES AND CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THIS ACCIDENT 

The event chronology and cause tree analysis produced after the incident brought to the fore the following points: 

The safety shutoff device on the pump triggered by a lack of flow was inoperable. The extended equipment running time (for 
11 consecutive hours) caused the resin remaining in the pump casing to heat, thereby generating solvent vapours that 
subsequently propagated into the upper part of dilution tank "D". 

The manual pump shutdown procedure outside of normal operating hours failed to be respected, resulting in the pump being 
ticking over. 
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Tree of causes for the INCIDENT occurring on Januar y 12-13, 1996 
 
 
 
               Max. intensity    Motor's thermal       W6 tank         Pump run           Product  
               not reached    protection                      empty         at no-load           heating in  
           (thermal setting compliant)   disabled                     (end of cycle)         idling                    the W6 pump 

 
 
   
Formalisation      End of cycle,                 Not a standard    Manual shutoff 
of exceptional        outside of normal       procedure                   non-activated 
procedures,      working hours 
applicable on 
Jan. 26, 1996 

 
                    Safety system      Inoperable safety 
                    study - reliable      device, triggered 
                   Completion: end      by absence of flow 
                   of March 1996 
 
 
        Follow-up /           Rise of 10 tonnes        Macrynal transfer        White smoke  
        monitoring           of resin, containing        SSM S11 into D5        + smells in  
                   2K white                           via W6          tank D5,   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Building D  
 
 Distribution via      No Macrynal  The only means            Coupling of 
 dedicated network      distribution     of pipeline       two packaging 
 Works initiated      network to D5 transport       networks 
 Completion: April, 1996 
 
 
            Reduction in 
            material handling 
            operations 

 

 

 

 

ACTIONS TAKEN 

Following this incident, the pump safety shutdown system was modified. An exceptional procedure involving a dual control 
was implemented while awaiting modification and improvement of the safety system. Among other things, it was decided to 
create a dedicated network for channelling the acrylic resin into the "D" thinning tank. 

 

 

LESSONS LEARNT 

 

Plant organisation and controls: 

The only instruction available to the technician for stopping the pump was given by a local manometer installed on the 
circuit. In order to effectively execute his mission, the technician was required to monitor the reading onsite; he therefore 
had to remain attentive and on the premises at all times. For a variety of reasons (weariness, other tasks, pauses in the 
schedule, etc.), the technician might have momentarily left his post while thinking to return at an appropriate time. Such 
"multitasking" at work could have caused the technician to overlook this monitoring assignment. 

In the present case, the transfer operation lasted 2 hours and ended outside of normal working hours. The exceptional 
length of this step, coupled with the pattern of a fixed work schedule, might have led to neglecting the follow-up on this 
specific task as it was ongoing. 

From a technical standpoint, regular (yet not necessarily continuous) monitoring of the level on the tank whose contents 
were to be transferred was required in order to anticipate the time when the pump had to be manually shut off. This method 
however could have altered the operating protocol, whereby pump shutoff was activated with the safety device triggered by 
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no flow. Without any built-in redundancy or actual monitoring, the most minor system deficiency would have led to the 
incident. 

Feedback management: 

During the design phase, it is preferable to automate tasks that fall under the category of simple and repetitive. 

When it comes to supervising automated units, it is helpful for technicians to have access to the kind of information that 
enables them to remain vigilant (e.g. indicators, regular presence at the post). It is recommended to introduce redundant 
equipment so as to avoid, in case of a loss of vigilance or absent technicians, failure of the automated mechanisms, 
potentially leading to an accident. 

The good working order of these safety devices must be verified periodically. 

To the greatest extent possible, it is also recommended to set up a workplace organisation that offers employees greater job 
satisfaction and responsibilities. Along these lines, defining a technician's mission by association with a concrete objective 
may be preferable to imposing the same "stale" set of tasks over a strict work schedule, with the technician leaving the 
premises at a designated time regardless of whether the tasks have been completed or not. 


